EYE CHI

EYE CHI is a new formula of spectacle lenses for modern people

You will be able to solve two problems by using the EYE CHI spectacle lenses - eyestrain, dryness and redness caused by electronic devices are reduced, and the eyes are protected from light emitted by electronic devices.

EYE CHI lenses - for harmonious and healthy vision.
What is CHI?

CHI is the source of health and energy in ancient Chinese medicine. The CHI theory is one of the most important Feng Shui principles. CHI, translated from Chinese, means the energy of life, vitality and the source of life power in every human being, animal, plant, mineral. According to the Chinese, CHI is all around and inside us. CHI is constantly changing according to the laws of nature: when day shifts to night, when seasons, phases of the moon change, when the planets move. CHI is necessary for the proper functioning of any organism.

Target audience

Patients from 16 years old to the age of using progressive spectacle lenses, who need glasses for looking at the distance and are commonly using the reading area. People working with computers, using smartphones or just occasionally watching TV, who read a lot or study in auditoriums with LED lightening.

Advantages:

- Reduces eyestrain
- Protects eyes from the harmful blue light emitted by electronic devices up to 420 nm
- It is easier to focus the vision of small details with the EYE CHI spectacle lenses, and reading speed is increased from 14% to 34%
- Eyes are resting while reading, working with a computer or playing video games
- EYE CHI lenses protect the eyes from dryness, redness, blurred vision
- Available addition options: 0.5, 0.75 and 1.00